Bathtub Series

Use & Care Guide

In order to clean the bathtub, please
only use a soft cotton cloth or soft
sponge.

Never use acidic, alkali, or any
products to clean the bathtub that
state on their label that they are not
suitable for use on Acrylic, ABS,
Polystyrene or Plastic.
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To clean inside the bathtub, ﬁll it with
warm water and add a couple of
squirts of dish liquid. Allow it to sit for
30 minutes. Let the bathtub drain and
wipe away any residue. You can also
use cleaning products in aerosol cans
or solvents, including acetone for a
deep clean.

In order to remove light marks or
scratches, apply toothpaste to the
area and scrub with a soft cloth or
sponge.
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If deep cleaning is necessary, rinse or
soak the tub in warm water for 30
minutes and add a bit of liquid soap or
dish soap to the water. Rinse and dry
with a soft towel.

It is advised to clean the surface of
the bath regularly in order to remove
any insoluble products. Warm soapy
water should be used and afterwards
the bath should be wiped. Do not let
cleaners soak in.

It is advised to always run some cold
water before turning on the hot tap,
with hot water temperatures not
exceeding 65 Celsius.
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If deep scratches or burns appear, please use sandpaper with at least 1500 grit.
Dampen the sandpaper slightly with water and then proceed to rub the
sandpaper in a circular motion around the aﬀected area, ensuring that you rub
slightly wider than the aﬀected area.

Continue doing so until the scratch is
no longer visible. In order to bring the
aﬀected area back to its shiny form,
please use a soft cloth and a small
amount of polish to buﬀ the rubbed
area. Continue doing so until the
aﬀected area is restored to its original
shine.

The surface of the bathtub has good resistance properties to acids, but
should not come into contact with alkalis or organic solvents, such as caustic
soda, some multi-surface cleaners,
bathroom cleaners, bleaches, harsh
solvents, burning cigarettes, strong
chemicals such as dry-cleaning
ﬂuids, paint strippers, acetone,
Organic Solvents
citrus
based
chemicals,
and
Caustic Soda
nail/varnish removers.
bleaches

Please read all instructions carefully
before proceeding with installation.

Due to the complexity of the
installation procedure, a professional
plumber is required.

